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INTRODUCTION

The development of
-

all or most data held locally, and then evolved to the Internet

that geospatial data are loosely coupled with the underly-
ing systems used to create and handle them, and geospatial
processing functionalities are made available as remote,

In recent years the software industry has moved from

Vinoski,

onanetworkof interoperable,well-describedservicesacces-
de facto standards

-

to provide distributed geospatial access, visualization, and

is perhaps best represented by the spatial data infrastructure

key to allowing geographic services to communicate with

on standard interfaces and also on current implementations
of geospatial data processing over the Web, commonly used

yet to be met, such as those concerned with semantics, dis-
covery, and chaining of geospatial processing services and
also with the extension of geospatial processing capabilities

BACKGROUND

Service-Oriented Architecture

Web service is an executable program available on the

units) and are well described (interface description contains
functional properties), thereby promoting one of the goals

components to interactwithminimalknowledgeof theunder-
-

not focus on the concrete implementations of components)
and also by decomposing an application’s functionality into

canbepublished,discovered,aggregated, reused,andinvoked

a pyramid of distributed applications where Web services
can be published, discovered, and bound together to create

-

-
vice provider publishes service descriptions to the service

by querying the service broker and then consumes (binds

assigned both to end users (and client applications) and to
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complex, value-added services from simpler, discoverable

The OWS Service Framework

(OGC) aninternational industryconsortiumcreatedin1994
-

tions to support the exchange, sharing, and processing of

geospatial data has adopted a general set of interfaces for

-
lows:

• Application services are client-side applications that
-

Figure 1. Roles and operations in SOA

Service Category Service Name

Geoportal (one-stop portal)

Table 1. Examples of OGC Web Services
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examples of application services are geoportals (Ber-

in turn may integrate other client-side application

http://www.
geodata.gov and http://geoportal.jrc.it/

• Registry services (often called catalog services) are a
special kind of service that offers end users a common
mechanismto register, search,andaccessdiscoverable

• Data servicesare thebasicgeospatialservices thatserve

-
tions of geospatial features and feature collections

• Portrayal services may be also considered a special-
ized data service that produce rendered data such as
portrayed maps, perspective views of terrain, anno-

or more geographic datasets, returning the map views

• Processing services essentially transform geospatial

coordinatesoffeature(map)orcoverage(imagery)data

to help standardize access and binding to processing

interfaces needed in order to offer generic geospatial
processing services over the Internet, as described in

share existing geospatial data (most held by the public
sector) and make them widely accessible and available at
the lowest possible cost, where and when they are needed

thought of as a network of interoperable Web services to

Figure 2. The OWS Service Framework (adapted from Percival, 2003; Yang & Tao, 2006)
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plications (clients) seekgeospatialdatacontent (servers) that
are discovered and then possibly transformed or processed
by intermediary services (middleware) before results are

middleware layer contains data services, registry services,

for enterprise-wide interoperability within and beyond the

geospatial data content (and service) offers are published to

to achieve geospatial data integration and interoperability

DISTRIBUTED GEOSPATIAL
PROCESSING SERVICES

the processing services category (see Table 1), these are

of processing services was the recently released OGC Web

wasdesignedtoencapsulategenericgeoprocessingoperations

of geospatial processing code to be published and accessed

some emerging open source frameworks that support the
implementationofdistributedgeospatialprocessingservices

OGC Web Processing Service Interface

-
ing tasks as geospatial Web services in order to distribute
over the Internet many of the functionalities (computation,

Geospatial processing services can be considered as being
similar to collections of operations in a software component
library in the sense of preexisting components that deliver

-
sible libraries of geospatial processing algorithms under the

by the service can be available locally or delivered across

be as simple as subtracting one set of spatially referenced

are to identify the spatially referenced data required by the
calculation, initiate the calculation, and manage the output

of process a geospatial operation with inputs and outputs

-

types of requests are:

• getCapabilities:

containing metadata such as server provider, contact
information,generaldescription,anda listofcontained
geoprocessing operations (processes) offered by the

• describeProcess: -

solicited process, such as input and output parameter
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• Execute: 
execution of a geospatial operation, with all required

operation and returns the results, informing also of

Implementations

This section summarizes some relevant and interesting open
source frameworks that currently support one or both avail-

Python Web 
Processing Service

http://pywps.wald.intevation.org/

http://grass.itc.it
http://www.

r-project.org/

image processing, graphics/maps production, geospatial

commands, wrapping (or encapsulating) them as contained

proliferation of distributed geospatial processing services in

distributed geospatial processing services previously were

The Tigris WPSint implementation (http://wpsint.tigris.
org/
framework for developing Web applications to support

-

because both kinds of services may be combined to build
heterogeneous service chains since both are described using

The 52N Web Processing Service

http://www.52north.org) that enables

and extensible architecture for processes and data encod-
ings based on the notions of repositories, which provide

that both characteristics are crucial for a widespread use of

Figure 3. Synchronous interaction between a WPS-compliant client and a WPS service instance
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D
both capabilities, although they are not (yet) as mature as in

TheDeegreeproject (http://www.deegree.org) is anopen

FUTURE TRENDS

-

possible to combine several geospatial processing services

However, many open issues remain regarding the structure

-

of applications based on distributed geospatial processing

One of the most essential problems in implementing
distributed geospatial processing services is the overall
service chain performance when distributed data sources are

performed over the network, because of network bandwidth,

factor of distributed processing has been the network capa-

will always be a limiting factor for successfully distributed

transportationandvalidation (parsingofgeospatialdataused
for the processes) may dramatically increase the response

the use of asynchronous messaging to address time-consum-

does not return immediately the process results, but rather it
responds some time later in a different communication ses-

it would monitor the process and retrieve the results once

that need further research:

• semantically enriching the descriptions of geospatial
processing services by means of geo-ontologies and

semanticdescriptions thatwillhelp toclarifymeanings
when searching and combining geospatial processing

•  creating alternative architecture designs and method-
ologies for chaining geospatial processing services,

•  creating a mechanism for improving discovery of

•  introducing performance and novel techniques for

CONCLUSION

The future scenario for geospatial Web services may not
ever reach a wholly automated service chaining for a set

near term, semi-automated solutions will emerge to assist

The geospatial Web services listed in Table 1 mainly deal
with the delivery of data instead of advanced processing

distributed, advanced geospatial processing services online

to enable geospatial Web services to support a wide range
of geospatial processing operations, by creating accessible
libraries of geospatial processing algorithms under the ap-

-
ing services should involve new mechanisms for enhancing
description and discovery of geospatial processing services,
as well as new methodologies for improving composition of
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KEY TERMS

Geography Markup Language (GML):

To help users and developers to structure and facilitate the
GML 

subset for a concrete context or application, but without the
-

Point 
for applications with point geometric data, and GML 

supporting vector feature requests

Geospatial Processing Service:
in a software library in the sense that these services are
preexisting software components that deliver any geospatial

ISO/TC211: -
graphic Information/Geomatics is in charge of establishing
a set of standards for digital geographic information con-
cerning objects or phenomena that are directly or indirectly
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OpenGeospatialConsortium (OGC): 

industry consortium participating in a consensus process to

members include government agencies, commercial com-

Service:

Service Broker:
queried by the service requestor in order to discover suitable

Service Metadata: Metadata describing the operations
and geographic information available at a particular instance

Service Provider:
Web services, creating functional descriptions and making

Service Requestor:
-


